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On 4/30, seven volunteers worked 12 hours at McFadin, including Al Gillot, Sue
Cavanah, Robyn Bieber, Melissa Lane, Rod Jones, Rick Schampers, and Joe
Plunkett.

This was the first day in 4 1/2 years that we were forced to stop work because
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of rain. We did get started and we each worked 1.5 hours preparing stones for
mortaring by cleaning tablets with water, soft bristle brushes, and stone cleaner.
We cleaned slotted bases with a drill attachment made of a polycarbide brush.
Al and Sue worked through the rain to remove this tablet which was leaning
and sunk 2.5' into the ground.

We had wet tools and materials, wet clothing, and the rain was still drizzling,
when Lee and Jetina invited us for an outdoor breakfast on the patio.  We
accepted and enjoyed great food and conversation with them. What a nice and
thoughtful gesture! Thank you Lee and Jetina! 
L to R are Joe, Rick, Rod, Robyn, and Lee.
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On the way out, we stopped to check out nearby Gardner Cemetery in
Circleville.  The bluebonnets had given way to the Engelmanns Daisies,
presenting a sea of yellow. We are not mowing this year until the flowers go to
seed and the bees and butterflies have finished their pollination tasks.
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Tucked among the daises we found some mealy blue sage flowers.
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On 5/4, four volunteers including Rick Schampers, Al Gillot, Joe Plunkett, and
Ron Pride worked 10 hours to rewire the trailer that Rick is donating to CRV.
We replaced the wiring harness, new LED lights, and connectors, all furnished
by Rick. We rewired another truck so that it could also haul the trailer to carry
the two DRs and riding lawnmower. We tested the hookup on 4 different trucks,
so we now have more options for towing when volunteers are on vacation. This
meets one of our 2022 goals--to have more mowing coverage. 

What is this? We don't have a picture of the trailer, but here is a 24" female
coral snake I wrangled last week in my neighborhood and released near a
creek some distance from homes.
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On 5/9, nine volunteers worked 27 hours including Johnny Anderson, Doug and
Roger Lane, Robyn Bieber, Rod Jones, Ron Pride, John Riddle, Al Gillot, and
Joe Plunkett. We mowed with three DRs, and leveled, cleaned and limestone
mortared stones. Our training class that morning was in limestone mortaring.
Here Roger is cleaning the tablet and the base to prepare for mortar.
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John is using the blower to clean out the dirt and debris from the slot. 

Before starting the process, we leveled the base and dry fit the tablet to plumb,
adding any shims needed to level the tablet into the base. Roger mixed the
mortar, 1 part lime to 3 parts sand, and added water for a stiff mix to pour into
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the slot. We used a sponge to apply the mortar in large spots, and left a bevel
to close the opening. This is necessary to prevent water from entering the
contact surfaces.

Afterward, we staked the tablet to bind it and hold it level and plumb for at least
24 hours. At the end of the day we completed mortaring five tablets and leveled
many others.
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Three volunteers mowed with DRs.  The cemetery looks really nice now.
Fortunately, the briars and grass are slow-growing without rain.

This is the McFadin-Dyches home, built in1848.  It has a Texas Historical
Plaque commemorating its past. After almost a year of work, the progress of
the home restoration is beautiful. The house has a new roof, new trim, fresh
paint, upgraded lectricity, plumbing, HVAC, and more. Lee and Jetina have
done a marvelous job!
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It was a warm morning, and we accomplished a lot! L to R are Al, Ron, Roger,
Rod, Joe, John, and Doug. Johnny took the picture and Robyn is not shown.
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On 5/11, five volunteers worked 15 hours including Sue Cavanah, Al Gillot, Eric
VanPraag, Robyn Bieber, and Joe Plunkett. We leveled many stones and
epoxied eight stones. Our training class that day was how to epoxy stones. We
use a monument epoxy recommended by the industry to repair monuments of
all types of stone. Here you can see a footstone has been epoxied and bound
with stakes. The tablet behind it was broken about halfway up, and required
clamps and plastic lath to hold it for at least 24 hours. In this hot weather, the
mix becomes stiff quickly and we need to work fast, and clean up before the
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mix sets. We use lacquer thinner to smooth the epoxy bead and to clean our
tools.

These two tablets were mortared and staked to maintain level and plumb. In an
abandoned cemetery, we find almost all stones have sunk due to age, water
drainage due to the lay of the land, creeks overflowing, and/or sunken coffins.
Tablets are broken, especially when not protected from cattle or when trees are
allowed to grow among the gravesites. Trees can do a great deal of damage to
stones due to falling trees and limbs and roots breaking the stones. This
cemetery is no different.
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More base leveling here and epoxy as well. We have many more hours of
stonework to go, but we are making great progress. When we needed more
road base to level stones, we asked and Lee delivered!  We can't thank Lee
and Jetina Bingham enough for their help and we are so grateful for their
support every step of the way.
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